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Abstract

The originalλµ̃µ of Curien and Herbelin has a system of simple types, based on sequent
calculus, embodying a Curry-Howard correspondence with classical logic. We introduce
and discuss three type assignment systems that are extensions ofλµ̃µ with intersection and
union types. The intrinsic symmetry in theλµ̃µ calculus leads to an essential use of both
intersection and union types.
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1 Introduction

Intersection types were introduced into the lambda calculus in the late 1970s by
Coppo and Dezani [6,7], Pottinger [20] and Salĺe [23]. Intersection type assign-
ment systems were devised in order to type more lambda terms than the basic
functional, or simply typed, system; indeed, these intersection types systems can
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characterize exactly all strongly normalizing lambda terms. In addition, these sys-
tems are suitable for analyzingλ-models and various normalisation properties of
λ-terms. A summary of the early research was given by van Bakel [1].

Barbanera et al. [2] added union types to intersection type systems. This work
was motivated by the observation that union types arise naturally in denotational
semantics and that they can generate more informative types for some terms. How-
ever one cannot type with union types more terms than with intersection types
only. That is, the system with intersection and union types exactly characterize all
strongly normalizing terms as well.

In the 1980’s and early 1990’s Reynolds explored the role that intersection types
can play in a practical programming language (see for example the report [21] on
the language Forsythe). Pierce [19] explored the use of union types in program-
ming, for example as a generalization of variant records. More recently Buneman
and Pierce [4], have shown how union types can play a key role in the design of
query languages for semistructured data union types.

Under the Curry-Howard correspondence formulae provable in intuitionistic
logic coincide with types inhabited in simply typed lambda calculus. Griffin ex-
tended the Curry-Howard correspondence to classical logic in his seminal 1990
POPL paper [14], by observing that classical tautologies suggest typings for cer-
tain control operators. This initiated an active line of research; in particular the
λµ calculus of Parigot [18] embodies a Curry-Howard correspondence for classical
logic based on natural deduction.

Meanwhile Curien and Herbelin [8], building on earlier work in [15], defined
the systemλµ̃µ. In contrast to Parigot’sλµ-calculus, which bases its type system
on a natural deduction system for classical logic, terms inλµ̃µ represent deriva-
tions in asequent calculusproof system and reduction reflects the process of cut-
elimination.

In this paper we recount our experience in deriving a type system forλµ̃µ which
characterizes the strongly normalizing terms. We are naturally led to enrich the
Curien-Herbelin system of simple types by introducing intersection types. But it
turns out [10] that union types are also necessary in order to completely characterize
all strongly normalizing untypedλµ̃µ-terms (in contrast to the situation in standard
λ-calculus).

Remarkably, Laurent [16] has recently and independently set out to analyze the
denotational semantics of theλµ calculus by defining a type system quite similar to
ours: in particular his system involves both intersection and union types.

The system we present also enjoys the Subject Reduction property, which typ-
ically fails in the presence of union types. Pierce [19] highlighted the failure of
Subject Reduction in the presence of union types and [2] showed how to recover
this property by suitably restricting the notion of reduction. Wells et. al. [24] ex-
plore aλ-calculus which serves as the foundation for a typed intermediate language
for optimizing compilers; they use a novel formulation of intersection and union
types andflow typesto encode control information. This system obeys Subject Re-
duction, and it will be interesting to understand better the relationship between our
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system and theirs.
In two recent papers [11,12] Dunfield and Pfenning investigate a type system

incorporating–among others–union types. Their language is specifically a call-by-
value language, and their type system and type assignment algorithms exploit this
aspect in interesting ways. In particular their system satisfies a version of Subject
Reduction: they isolate a notion of ”definite substitution” which seems to be related
to our ”definite” types below. The precise relationship between these systems is an
area for future investigation. (We are indebted to one of the referees for bringing
this work to our attention.)

The paper is organised as follows. Section2 deals with the untyped syntax of
λµ̃µ. In Section3 we discuss sequent calculi which correspond to types ofλµ̃µ.
In Section4 three type assignment systems are introduced which are extensions of
λµ̃µ with intersection and union types. Their properties are discussed in Section5.

2 The syntax of GEMINI

In this section we present the language GEMINI which is the untyped version of
Curien and Herbelin’sλµ̃µ calculus introduced in [8]. We identify three syntactic
categories:callers, callees, andcapsules(in [8] these are referred to respectively
asterms, contextsandcommands). Letting r, e, andc ranging overcallers, callees,
andcapsules, respectively, we have

r ::= x | λx.r | µα.c

e ::= α | r •e | µ̃x.c

c ::= 〈r ‖ e〉

Callers, callees, andcapsulesare together referred to as G-terms. There are
two kinds of variables in this system:

(i) the setVarr of caller variablesdenoted by Latin variablesx, y,... which rep-
resent inputs, in particular they are bound byλ-abstractions or̃µ-abstractions,

(ii) the setVare of callee variablesdenoted by Greek variablesα,β,... which
represent continuations and which can be bound byµ-abstractions. Inλµ,
they are calledµ-variables.

The core of GEMINI is made of capsules〈caller ‖ callee〉 wherecaller and
calleeare two components. Thecaller performs basically one of two actions, either
it gets data from the other entity, thecallee, or it asks the callee to take the place of
one of its internal callee variables Acalleecan ask a caller to take the place of one
of its specified internal caller variables.

GEMINI has three reduction rules which make this interpretation more precise.
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(λ) 〈λx.r ‖ r ′ •e〉 // 〈r ′ ‖ µ̃x.〈r ‖ e〉〉

(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉 // c[α← e]

(µ̃) 〈r ‖ µ̃x.c〉 // c[x← r]

Note that on a term of the form〈µα.c ‖ µ̃x.c〉 rules (µ) and (µ̃) can be applied
ambiguously. This will be discussed in Subsection2.1. If one gives priority to(µ)
over(µ̃) then it iscall-by-value, otherwise it iscall-by-name.

Also note that the usual operation ofβ-reduction is readily effected in the cal-
culus, with aλ-step followed immediately by ãµ-step. This will be discussed in
Subsection2.2.

Of course the substitutions above are defined so as to avoid variable-capture.
In this paper, we use the “Barendregt convention” on variables [3]. It says that in
a statement or an expression, there is no subexpression in which a variable is both
free and bound. The symbolsλ, µ, andµ̃ all bind variables in the obvious way. The
formal definitions of free and bound variables are as expected. For every G-termr,
eandc we define two sets offree variables, namelyFvr(r), Fve(r), Fvr(e), Fve(e),
Fvr(c) andFve(c). For instance

Fvr(〈x ‖ µα.〈y ‖ α〉 •β〉)= {x,y}
Fve(〈x ‖ µα.〈y ‖ α〉 •β〉)= {β}

From the reduction rules, one deduces easily that thenormal formsof G-terms
are generated by the following abstract syntax.

rn f ::= x | λx.rn f | µα.cn f

en f ::= α | rn f •en f | µ̃x.cn f

cn f ::= 〈x ‖ α〉 | 〈x ‖ rn f •en f〉 | 〈λx.rn f ‖ α〉

2.1 Failure of confluence

As a rewriting calculus GEMINI (even in its typed versionλµ̃µ) has an essential
critical pair, between theµ and thẽµ redexes. Indeed the calculus is inherently non
confluent. This reflects the non confluence of cut elimination in classical sequent
calculus. As a simple example observe that the capsule

〈µα.〈z1 ‖ β1〉 ‖ µ̃x.〈z2 ‖ β2〉〉

reduces to each of〈z1 ‖ β1〉 and〈z2 ‖ β2〉.
This is more than simply a reflection of the well-known fact that the equational

theories of call-by-name and call-by-value differ. It is a reflection of the great
expressive power of the language: a single term containing several capsules can
encompass several complete computational processes, and theµ andµ̃ reductions
allow free transfer of control between them.

So the combinatorics of pure reduction is very complex. In this light it is per-
haps slightly surprising that the strongly normalizing computations can so readily
be characterized, via the type system we present later.
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When reduction in GEMINI is constrained to commit to the call-by-name disci-
pline or to the call-by-value, the system is confluent.

2.2 Encoding ofλ-calculus

It is not hard to see that GEMINI is Turing-complete as a programming language,
since the untypedλ-calculus can be coded easily into it. Rather than give a formal
development, we simply show how to encode some familiar lambda terms in the
calculus.
Notation. If mandn are callers, letm∗n denote the caller termµα.〈m‖ n•α〉. (Of
courseα is not free inm or n here.)

Example 2.1 (Classical beta-reduction)

(λx.r)∗s ≡ µα.〈λx.r ‖ s•α〉
// // µα.〈r[x← s] ‖ α〉

Example 2.2 (Eta reduction) Notice that

µα.〈m∗n ‖ α〉 ≡ µα.〈µβ.〈m‖ n•β〉 ‖ α〉
µ

// µα.〈m‖ n•α〉
≡ m∗n

According to Curien-Herbelin translation fromλµ̃µ to λµ this corresponds to the
rule (µ-η) of λµ. Note that this is a rule inλµ and not in GEMINI . However, we can
consider GEMINI η as GEMINI enriched with

(ηµ) µα.〈r ‖ α〉 → r if α is not free inr

(ηµ̃) µ̃x.〈x ‖ e〉 → e if x is not free ine

Example 2.3 (A self reproducing term) Letw beλx.x∗x. Then

w∗w ≡ µα.〈λx.x∗x ‖ w•α〉
// // µα.〈w∗w ‖ α〉
// // µα.〈µα1.〈w∗w ‖ α1〉 ‖ α〉
// // . . .

So thatw∗w corresponds to the term(λx.xx)(λx.xx) in λ-calculus. Note that we
also have

w∗w ≡ µα.〈λx.x∗x ‖ w•α〉
// // µα.〈w∗w ‖ α〉

µ
// w∗w

as we saw in the Example2.2.
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Example 2.4 (Fixed point) If f is a caller variable, letuf beλx. f ∗ (x∗x). Then

uf ∗uf ≡ µα.〈uf ‖ uf •α〉
≡ µα.〈λx. f ∗ (x∗x) ‖ uf •α〉

// // µα.〈 f ∗ (uf ∗uf ) ‖ α〉
η

// f ∗ (uf ∗uf )

So that the termλ f .uf ∗uf corresponds to the fixed-point combinatorY≡ λf.(λx.f(xx))(λx.f(xx))
in lambda calculus.

3 Classical sequent calculi

3.1 A sequent calculus

Before presenting the Curry-Howard correspondence between classical sequent
proofs andλµ̃µ programs, let us introduce the deduction system, which is a spe-
cific sequent calculus for implications.

First, let us consider a basic sequent calculus for the implicational fragment of
classical propositional logic. There propositions are generated as follows:

A,B ::= p | A→B

p denotes propositional variables andA andB are any proposition. Sequents are
expressions of the formΓ ` ∆, whereΓ and∆ are sets of propositions. Propositions
in Γ are assumptions, whereas propositions in∆ are conclusions. The standard
sequent calculus is generated from axioms

(ax)
Γ,A` ∆,A

by left and right introduction rules

Γ ` A,∆ Γ,B` ∆
(→L)

Γ,A→B` ∆

Γ,A` B,∆
(→R)

Γ ` A→B,∆
together with the cut rule

Γ ` A,∆ Γ,A` ∆
(cut)

Γ ` ∆
In this setting there is an easy proof of Peirce’s law which is known to be classically
valid, but not provable intuitionistically:

(ax)
A` B,A

(→R)
` A→B , A

(ax)
A` A

(→L)
(A→B)→A ` A

(→R)
` ((A→B)→A)→A

In this proof we boxed the active propositions, i.e., the proposition in the con-
sequent of a rule which issplit by the rule (bottom-up), orcreatedby the rule
(top-down).
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3.2 Sequent calculus with active proposition

It is convenient to make the active proposition explicit in the rules. This gives a
sequent classical implicative calculus with active proposition. The rules of this
sequent calculus are given in Figure1. In each rule, the active proposition (the
proposition in the stoup in Girard’s sense [13]) is boxed. When applying a rule,
one has to take into account where the active proposition is.

(e-ax)
Γ,

�
�

�
�A ` ∆,A

(r-ax)
Γ,A`

�
�

�
�A ,∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�A ,∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�B ` ∆

(→L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�A→B ` ∆

Γ,A`
�
�

�
�B ,∆

(→R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�A→B ,∆

Γ,A` ∆
(µ̃)

Γ,

�
�

�
�A ` ∆

Γ ` B,∆
(µ)

Γ `
�
�

�
�B ,∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�A ,∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�A ` ∆

(cut)
Γ ` ∆

Fig. 1. Sequent calculus with active proposition.

Rather naturally, the active proposition in the cut-rule is the one eliminated by
cut, i.e., the cut-formula, in other words the cut-rule makes the newly introduced
proposition (bottom-up) the active proposition. This means that there is no active
proposition in the consequent of(cut). Therefore, this calculus has three kinds
of sequents: sequents with one active proposition on the right, sequents with one
active proposition on the left, sequents with no active proposition. Two rules(µ)
and(µ̃) transform (bottom up) a sequent with an active proposition into a sequent
with no active proposition. Notice that the above proof for Peirce’s law is not
(cannot be made) a proof in this new calculus. Its use of rule(→R) does not fulfill
the requirement on the active proposition. One has to hack a little (Figure2). This
calculus will be the basis of the Curry Howard correspondence forλµ̃µ.

4 Type assignment systems

4.1 Intersection and union types

The form of classical sequent calculus provides the framework for the definition
of a type-assignment system for GEMINI using simple types. This is precisely the
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(A→B)→A,A`
�
�

�
�A ,B,A (A→B)→A,A,

�
�

�
�A ` A,B

(cut)
(A→B)→A,A` B,A

(µ)
(A→B)→A,A`

�
�

�
�B ,A

(→R)
(A→B)→A`

�
�

�
�A→B ,A (A→B)→A,

�
�

�
�A ` A

(→L)

(A→B)→A,

�



�
	(A→B)→A ` A

The proof treeA

(A→B)→A`
�



�
	(A→B)→A ,A A

(cut)
(A→B)→A` A

(µ)
(A→B)→A`

�
�

�
�A

(→R)

`
�



�
	((A→B)→A)→A

Fig. 2. Peirce’s law with active formula

type systemλµ̃µ of Curien and Herbelin [8], which will be the foundation upon
which we build our intersection types.

The informal interpretation of a caller typing judgmentr : A is thatr denotes
a value in type A; correspondingly the informal interpretation of a callee typing
judgmente : A is thatedenotes acontinuationwhich expects a value of typeA and
returns an answer. Capsules return just answers. Under this reading a judgment
such asµα.c : A says thatµα.c takes as parameter anA-continuation and returns
an answer. If we were to informally denote the space ofA-continuations as the set
(A⇒ ⊥) then thisµα.c inhabits the set((A⇒ ⊥)⇒ ⊥), and the fact that such
terms are assigned thetype Ais exactly the embodiment of the equivalence of a
proposition with its double-negation, hence we are in the world of classical logic.

General consideration of symmetry should lead us to consider union types to-
gether with intersection types in our system. If a callerr can have typeA∩B,
meaning that it denotes values which inhabit bothA andB then it can interact with
any callee that can receive anA-valueor a B-value: such a callee will naturally be
expected to have the typeA∪B. Thus far we have only argued that having intersec-
tion types for values suggests having union types for callees, which is in itself not a
real extension of the intersection-types paradigm. But any type that can be the type
of a caller-variable can be the type of a callee term (via theµ̃-construction) and any
type that can be the type of a callee-variable can be the type of a caller term (via
the µ-construction). So we are committed to having intersectionsand unions for
callersandcallees.
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Definition 4.1 The set oftypesis generated from a set oftype variablesby the
grammar

A,B ::= p | A→B | A∩B | A∪B

wherep ranges over type variables.
A caller basisis a set of statements of the formx : A, a callee basisis a set of

statements of the formα : A; in each case we stipulate that all variables are distinct.
There are three types oftyping judgments:

Γ `
�



�
	r : A , ∆

Γ,

�



�
	e : A ` ∆

c : (Γ ` ∆)

whereΓ is a caller basis and where∆ is a callee basis. 2

We will always consider types to be defined modulo commutativity and asso-
ciativity for ∩ and∪.

4.2 First attempt: a naive type system

Consider a standard intersection type system forλ-calculus. At the level of the
(natural deduction)logic, the rules for∩ are just the rules for∧ (that is, if one erases
the terms and looks just at the formulas). As we know, the difference betweenA∩B
andA∧B is that we require the same term to witnessA, B andA∩B.

We can imagine a type system for GEMINI derived using the same principle,
applied to sequent calculus deduction. So the∩ rules would be based on the shape
of the logic rules for∧:

Γ,A ` ∆

Γ,A∧B ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,A Γ ` ∆,B

Γ ` ∆,A∧B

A key point is that, since introducing an intersection on the left or the right isnot
a logical inference, these type inferences are completely orthogonal to the notion
of the stoup, i.e. of the active formula. This means that to write down the typing
judgments corresponding to these rules in the context ofλµ̃µ, we should write down
several differentλµ̃µ sequents whose “erasure” looks like a given logic inference.
For example, consider

Γ,A ` ∆

Γ,A∧B ` ∆

The formulaA on the left-hand side can be the type of an active formula (i.e. the
type of a callee), or it can be the type of a caller-variable, and in the latter case the
judgment can be typing a caller or a callee. Thus, in terms ofλµ̃µ, this one logic
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(e-ax)
Γ,

�
�

�
�α : A ` α : A,∆

(r-ax)
Γ,x : A `

�
�

�
�x : A , ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : B ` ∆

(→L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�r •e : A→B ` ∆

Γ,x : A `
�
�

�
�r : B , ∆

(→R)

Γ `
�



�
	λx.r : A→B , ∆

c : (Γ,x : A ` ∆)
(µ̃)

Γ,

�



�
	µ̃x.c : A ` ∆

c : (Γ ` α : A,∆)
(µ)

Γ `
�



�
	µα.c : A , ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

(cut)
〈r ‖ e〉 : (Γ ` ∆)

Γ,x : A ` ∆
(∩L−Var)

Γ,x : A∩B ` ∆

Γ ` α : A,∆ Γ ` α : B,∆
(∩R−Var)

Γ ` α : A∩B,∆

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

(∩L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∩B ` ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ `

�
�

�
�r : B , ∆

(∩R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�r : A∩B , ∆

Γ,x : A ` ∆ Γ,x : B ` ∆
(∪L−Var)

Γ,x : A∪B ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,α : A
(∪R−Var)

Γ ` ∆,α : A∪B

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : B ` ∆

(∪L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∪B ` ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆

(∪R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�r : A∪B , ∆

Fig. 3. A naive type system.

inference would yield three different typing rules, as follows.

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∩B ` ∆

Γ,x : A `
�
�

�
�r : T , ∆

Γ,x : A∩B `
�
�

�
�r : T , ∆

Γ,x : A,

�
�

�
�e : T ` ∆

Γ,x : A∩B,

�
�

�
�e : T ` ∆

Definition 4.2 [A naive system]
The axioms and rules of this type system are given in Figure3

Let us mention here that the type system from Figure3 restricted to→ types
only is exactly theλµ̃µ of Curien and Herbelin [8]. It is well known that Peirce’s
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law is intuitionistically not provable and therefore not inhabited in simply typed
λ-calculus. Peirce’s law is inhabited inλµ̃µ by the termλx.µα.〈x ‖ (λy.µβ.〈y ‖
α〉)•α〉, since one can prove the following inλµ̃µ

`
�



�
	λx.µα.〈x ‖ (λy.µβ.〈y ‖ α〉)•α〉 : ((A→B)→A)→A

Ong and Stewart [17] give theλµ term λx.µα.[α](x(λy.µβ.[α]y)) as the “simplest
witness” of Peirce’s law. One gets the G-termλx.µα.〈µγ.〈x‖ λy.µβ.〈y‖ α〉•γ〉 ‖ α〉
using the Curien Herbelin translation [8]. It reduces in one(µ) step to our witness
λx.µα.〈x ‖ (λy.µβ.〈y ‖ α〉)•α〉.

This shows thatλµ̃µgives a more compact witness for the type((A→B)→A)→A.
Actually the image ofλµ-terms inλµ̃µ by the translation are not all the callers, but
only the G-terms given by the grammar:

rλµ ::= x | λx.rλµ | µα.〈rλµ ‖ rλµ•α〉 | µα.〈rλµ ‖ α〉

Still in λµ̃µ one cannot type all normal forms, e.g., the G-termλx.µα.〈x ‖ x•α〉
(seen in Section2) which is a normal form and corresponds to the lambda term
λx.xx is not typeable inλµ̃µ. This is one of the reason to introduce new type as-
signment rules.

As noted above, the schemas∩L−Var, ∩R−Var, ∪L−Var, and∪R−Var are really
describing two rules each, one for when the associated judgment types a caller, one
for when the associated judgment types a callee. That is, one should read these
knowing that the active formula may lie within theΓ or within the∆ (here we are
temporarily abusing our notational convention thatΓ and∆ are just variable-type
bindings).

This is a perfectly sensible typing system. But as Barbanera et al. [2] have
noted, union types are technically difficult, for example Subject Reduction tends to
fail. And indeed the system above leads to difficulties in Subject Reduction (more
specifically, it seems difficult to prove the Substitution Lemma).

In particular, if we want to prove:

If Γ,x : A `
�



�
	r : T , ∆ and Γ `

�



�
	s : A , ∆ then Γ `

�



�
	r[x← s] : T , ∆

we have a problem when the assumed typing was derived using∪L−Var:

Γ,x : A1 `
�
�

�
�r : T , ∆ Γ,x : A2 `

�
�

�
�r : T , ∆

(∪L−Var)
Γ,x : A1∪A2 `

�
�

�
�r : T , ∆

since knowing

Γ `
�



�
	s : A1∪A2 , ∆

doesn’t allow us to use the induction hypothesis on the givenΓ,x : Ai `
�



�
	r : T , ∆.
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4.3 Second attempt: the “definite” type system

The problem with the naive system seems to be with variable-typings of the form
x : A∪B andα : A∩B. Since, in typing normal forms we only require union types
for callees and intersection types for callers, a first idea for fixing this problem is to
forbid union types for callers and forbid intersection types for callees.

This is immediately a failure since in the presence ofµ andµ̃, any type which
can be the type of a callee variable can arise as the type of a caller term, and any
type which can be the type of a caller variable can arise as the type of a callee term.

But it turns out that we get a successful system if we simply forbid typing
judgments whose bases contain variable-typings of the formx : A∪B andα : A∩B.

We need a slightly more general notion, to ensure that we can type caller-
variables by intersections of types which themselves forbid∪, and dually for callee-
variables.

Definition 4.3

(i) A type A is ∩-definiteif it is a type variable, an arrow-type or it isA1∩A2,
with eachAi a∩-definite type. A typeA is∪-definiteif it is a type variable, an
arrow-type or it isA1∪A2, with eachAi a∪-definite type.

(ii) A basisΓ is ∩-definite, if in each bindingx : A in Γ, A is a∩-definite type. A
typing judgment∆ is∪-definiteif in each bindingα : A in ∆, A is a∪-definite
type.

(iii) A typing judgment isdefiniteif its typing basesΓ and∆ are∩- and∪-definite,
respectively.

Note that in a definite typing judgment we do not insist that the type of the
active formula be definite.

The system of Definition4.4 is the system obtained from the natural general-
ization of the sequent calculus by forbidding rules∩R−Var and∪L−Var and insisting
that typing judgments be definite.

As noted earlier, the schemas∩L−Var and∪R−Var are really describing two rules
each, one for when the associated judgment types a caller, one for when the associ-
ated judgment types a callee. That is, one should read these knowing that the active
formula may lie within theΓ or within the∆ (here we are temporarily abusing our
notational convention thatΓ and∆ are just variable-type bindings).

Definition 4.4 [A “definite” system]
The axioms and rules of this type system are given in Figure4. In each rule below
we assume that the type bases are definite.

4.4 The type systemM ∩∪

It turns out that the presence of rules∩L−Var and∪R−Var complicates reasoning
about this system. But it is not hard to see that application of these rules can always
be pushed towards the leaves of a typing tree. In fact an equivalent formulation of
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(e-ax)
Γ,

�
�

�
�α : A ` α : A,∆

(r-ax)
Γ,x : A `

�
�

�
�x : A , ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : B ` ∆

(→L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�r •e : A→B ` ∆

Γ,x : A `
�
�

�
�r : B , ∆

(→R)

Γ `
�



�
	λx.r : A→B , ∆

c : (Γ,x : A ` ∆)
(µ̃)

Γ,

�



�
	µ̃x.c : A ` ∆

c : (Γ ` α : A,∆)
(µ)

Γ `
�



�
	µα.c : A , ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

(cut)
〈r ‖ e〉 : (Γ ` ∆)

Γ,x : A ` ∆
(∩L−Var)

Γ,x : A∩B ` ∆

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

(∩L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∩B ` ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ `

�
�

�
�r : B , ∆

(∩R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�r : A∩B , ∆

Γ ` ∆,α : A
(∪R−Var)

Γ ` ∆,α : A∪B

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : B ` ∆

(∪L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∪B ` ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆

(∪R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�r : A∪B , ∆

Fig. 4. A “definite” type system.

the system removes these rules completely and replaces them with more flexible
axiom schemas.

The system in Definition4.5is the system obtained from the basic system by re-
placing the rules∩L−Var and∪R−Var by the more flexible axiomse+-ax andr+-ax.

This system fits well with the sequent calculus based on active formulas, since
all the rules concern the terms associated with the active formula, as opposed to
the earlier two systems, whose var-rules changed the type basis for an active term
while keeping the type of the term the same.

Finally, note that although we have forbidden caller variables to have union
types, wedo have caller terms with union types, due to their typing ruleµ. This
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(e+-ax)
Γ,

�



�
	α : Ai ` α : A1∪·· ·∪An,∆

(r+-ax)
Γ,x : A1∩·· ·∩An `

�



�
	x : Ai , ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : B ` ∆

(→L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�r •e : A→B ` ∆

Γ,x : A `
�
�

�
�r : B , ∆

(→R)

Γ `
�



�
	λx.r : A→B , ∆

c : (Γ,x : A ` ∆)
(µ̃)

Γ,

�



�
	µ̃x.c : A ` ∆

c : (Γ ` α : A,∆)
(µ)

Γ `
�



�
	µα.c : A , ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

(cut)
〈r ‖ e〉 : (Γ ` ∆)

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆

(∩L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∩B ` ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆ Γ `

�
�

�
�r : B , ∆

(∩R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�r : A∩B , ∆

Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A ` ∆ Γ,

�
�

�
�e : B ` ∆

(∪L)
Γ,

�
�

�
�e : A∪B ` ∆

Γ `
�
�

�
�r : A , ∆

(∪R)
Γ `

�
�

�
�r : A∪B , ∆

Fig. 5. The systemM ∩∪

(constrained) version of union types is interesting because it enjoys the Subject
Reduction property.

Definition 4.5 [The type systemM ∩∪]
The axioms and rules of this type system are given in Figure5. In each rule below
we assume that the type bases are definite.

Lemma 4.6 The rules in Definitions4.4 and 4.5 generate the same typing judg-
ments.

Proof. First we observe that the rulese+-axandr+-axare admissible with respect
to the basic system. This is clear by considering the rules∩L−Var and∪R−Var.

Next we show that rules∩L−Var and∪R−Var can be eliminated in the presence
of e+-ax andr+-ax. This follows from the fact that any use of∩L−Var or ∪R−Var

can be pushed upwards in a typing tree until it is applied just after an axiom. So
replacing the old axioms bye+-ax andr+-ax is enough. 2
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5 Properties ofM ∩∪

For the rest of this paper, we work only with the type systemM ∩∪.
The first property we will need is that the intersection and union rules with two

premises can be “inverted” in the sense that if the judgment in the conclusion of the
rule is derivable then each of the judgments in the hypotheses are derivable.

It is precisely here that we reap the benefit of our restriction to definite bases.
The lemma is false without this restriction.

Lemma 5.1 (Elimination)

(i) If Γ `
�



�
	r : A1∩A2 , ∆, then for i= 1,2, Γ `

�



�
	r : Ai , ∆.

(ii) If Γ,

�



�
	e : A1∪A2 ` ∆, then for i= 1,2, Γ,

�



�
	e : Ai ` ∆.

Proof. For part 1, we just observe that the only rules that could be used to derive

Γ `
�



�
	r : A1∩A2 , ∆ arer+-ax and∩R. In the latter case the result is immediate;

and in the former case the result is a consequence of the fact that we are considering
types modulo associativity and commutativity of∩.

The fact that the last inference cannot be aµ is a direct consequence of our
assumption that bases are definite. That is, since bases cannot have assumptions of
the formα : A1∩A2 the assumed derivation must look like

Γ `
�



�
	µα.〈r ‖ e〉 : A1 , ∆ Γ `

�



�
	µα.〈r ‖ e〉 : A2 , ∆

Γ `
�



�
	µα.〈r ‖ e〉 : A1∩A2 , ∆

that is, an instance of∩R.
This completes the proof of part 1 of the lemma. The proof of part 2 is similar.2

The following technical properties are in support of the Subject Reduction (Theo-
rem5.6).

Lemma 5.2 (Context expansion lemma)Let Γ⊆ Γ′ and∆⊆ ∆′.

(i) If Γ `
�



�
	r : A ,∆, thenΓ′ `

�



�
	r : A ,∆′.

(ii) If Γ,

�



�
	e : A ` ∆, thenΓ′,

�



�
	e : A ` ∆′.

(iii) If c : (Γ ` ∆), then c: (Γ′ ` ∆′).

Lemma 5.3 (Context restriction lemma)

(i) If Γ `
�



�
	r : A ,∆, thenΓ � Fvr(r) `

�



�
	r : A ,∆ � Fve(r).

(ii) If Γ,

�



�
	e : A ` ∆, thenΓ � Fvr(e),

�



�
	e : A ` ∆ � Fve(e).

(iii) If c : (Γ ` ∆), then c: (Γ � Fvr(c) ` ∆ � Fve(c)).
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Lemma 5.4 (Generation lemma)

(i) If Γ `
�



�
	λx.r :

⋂
i∈I Ai→Bi ,∆, thenΓ,x : Ai `

�



�
	r : Bi ,∆.

(ii) If Γ,

�



�
	r •e :

⋃
i∈I Ai→Bi ` ∆, thenΓ `

�



�
	r : Ai ,∆ andΓ,

�



�
	e : Bi ` ∆.

(iii) If Γ `
�



�
	µα.c :

⋂
i∈I Ai ,∆, then c: (Γ ` α : Ai ,∆).

(iv) If Γ,

�



�
	µ̃x.c :

⋃
i∈I Ai ` ∆, then c: (Γ,x : Ai ` ∆).

Lemma 5.5 (Substitution) Let us suppose that all judgments are definite.

(i) If Γ,x : S `
�



�
	t : T , ∆ andΓ `

�



�
	s : S , ∆, thenΓ `

�



�
	t[x← s] : T , ∆.

(ii) If Γ `
�



�
	t : T , ∆,α : S andΓ,

�



�
	f : S ` ∆, thenΓ `

�



�
	t[α← f ] : T , ∆.

(iii) If Γ,x : S,
�



�
	g : T ` ∆ andΓ `

�



�
	s : S , ∆, thenΓ,

�



�
	g[x← s] : T ` ∆.

(iv) If Γ,
�



�
	g : T ` ∆,α : S andΓ,

�



�
	f : S ` ∆, thenΓ,

�



�
	g[α← f ] : T ` ∆.

Our type system enjoys the Subject Reduction property, for the calculus with un-
restricted reduction, that is, even in the presence of the(µ, µ̃) critical pair. As
mentioned in the introduction this has been shown in [2] to be a difficult property
to achieve in a system with union types.

Theorem 5.6 (Subject Reduction [10])

If c : (Γ ` ∆) and c→c′ then c′ : (Γ ` ∆).

The typeability of all strongly normalizing terms, a unique property of some tradi-
tional λ-calculus systems with intersection types, holds in the systemM ∩∪.

Theorem 5.7 (Strong Normalization [10])

All strongly normalizing terms ofGEMINI are typeable inM ∩∪.

6 Conclusion
We defined three systems of intersection and union types, defined in terms of se-
quents and discussed some properties. The final system,M ∩∪ has the properties
that the typable terms are precisely the strongly normalizing terms [10]. In contrast
to systems with union types investigated previously, the type assignment system
M ∩∪enjoys the Subject Reduction property for unrestricted reduction.

Some directions for future research.

Intersection types have proven to be an invaluable tool for studying reduction prop-
erties in the traditionalλ-calculus, and in future work we expect to use suitable
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variants on the system presented here to characterize weak normalization and head-
normalization in GEMINI .

It is well known that traditionalλ-calculus with intersection types does not fit
into the Curry-Howard (proofs-as-terms) correspondence. This makes the inter-
section a proof-theoretical and not a truth-functional connective. There have been
several attempts to develop a typed system (à la Church) with intersection types by
Dezani et al. [9], Ronchi and Roversi [22], Capitani et al. [5] and recently by Wells
and Haack [25]. This direction of research in the framework ofλµ-calculus merits
attention.

It will be interesting to investigate the relationship between the system pre-
sented here and that of Laurent [16].

It is important to better understand the role of union types in a classical calculus.
An obvious question is whether the price we pay for having Subject Reduction in
our system is a decrease in expressive power relative to the systems in [19] and [4],
and if so, we should try to understand the trade-offs.
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